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From the Editor:
Welcome to our Spring issue! In this edition, we continue to roll out new features and design improvements, all in service to making this newsletter THE
premier publication for Middle-earth ‘cultural studies’ and re-creation in the
Inside this issue: form of ‘living history’.
With warmer weather upon us, in the spirit of this season of fresh starts and
2
Try a Tune!
new beginnings, we are focusing this issue on ideas and entry points for newcomers to these pursuits – although we expect veterans may still learn a thing
Patterning the
or two as well!
3
Bocksten Hood
Whether you are interested in bringing a tasty recipe off the page and into the
Pick a Persona:
kitchen, beginning an exploration of equines, taking the next step and creat6
Bree-land
ing a persona, or constructing a simple Middle-earth-appropriate garment, we
Bree-land
hope you will something to your liking in the following pages!
8
Blackberry Tart
Within this issue, we have put a special emphasis on the village of Bree. For
Tolkien’s inexperienced hobbits, all great journeys begin by passing through
10
Out of Edoras
the Bree-land and into the wider world. Bree also appears to be the most diverse community depicted by Tolkien, home to the “peculiar (but excellent)
arrangement” of the Big and Little Folk—Men and Hobbits—living together
in peace, as well as the temporary abode of “Dwarves and such other folk,
Rangers, Wizards, or wanderers, as still passed to and fro through that ancient
road-meeting.” As such, we feel exploring Bree makes an appropriate point of
departure for a green woods-wanderer looking to dip a toe in the waters of
Middle-earth ‘reenacting’!
The Middle-earth Reenactment Society is dedicated to the furthering of J.R.R. Tolkien cultural studies, within the framework of
‘historical’ reenactment. We exist to recreate the cultures of Middle-earth in both form and function, and to mold ourselves into peoples
fitting to associate with and live as these fully-realized cultures. A part of the middleearthrangers.org Tolkien re-creation community, the
Society publishes the online quarterly periodical Edge of the Wild, showcasing new research, methods, materials, and instructional
articles, and meets throughout the year at various sites deemed ‘wild’ enough to still capture the reality and imagination of the wild lands
envisioned within the pages of Tolkien’s works.

To receive future issues of Edge of the Wild sent directly to your inbox, please email
middleearthreenactmentsociety at gmail dot com to be added to our mailing list!
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IN WESTERN LANDS BENEATH THE SUN THE FLOWERS MAY RISE IN SPRING,
THE TREES MAY BUD, THE WATERS RUN, THE MERRY FINCHES SING.

OR THERE MAYBE 'TIS CLOUDLESS NIGHT AND SWAYING BEECHES BEAR
THE

ELVEN-STARS AS JEWELS WHITE AMID THEIR BRANCHING HAIR.

THOUGH HERE AT JOURNEY'S END I LIE IN DARKNESS BURIED DEEP,
BEYOND ALL TOWERS STRONG AND HIGH, BEYOND ALL MOUNTAINS STEEP,
ABOVE ALL SHADOWS RIDES THE

SUN AND STARS FOR EVER DWELL:

I WILL NOT SAY THE DAY IS DONE, NOR BID THE STARS FAREWELL!

Try A Tune!
Music and singing play a huge part in Tolkien’s writings—they are how Creation comes into
being, after all—and should also play a similar role in our interpretations of his world.
While not everyone can play the pipes, fiddle, or harp (let alone have the room in one’s pack
for such instruments!), there’s no reason not to learn a few of his songs to hum while out and
about. The words above, made by Sam Gamgee in Mordor “to fit the simple tune”, in fact
match up rather nicely with the traditional Irish song Star of the County Down!
The next time you’re on the trail or around the campfire, give it a try!
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Patterning the Bocksten Hood

G. Lammers

Last issue, we followed a trail of breadcrumbs the

professor left in his writings that pointed fairly conclusively to the cloak and hood of the Bocksten find
as ideal outerwear in Middle-earth.
Unfortunately, the hood is not nearly as simple to size
to one’s self, nor as easy to construct a pattern from.
There is one image of the hood, laid out as a pattern
with all its pieces separated available, but this hood
was custom-fit to the wearer, and would not fit me
well (Figure 1):

In addition, it was constructed rather richly, with a
large, draping mantle and a rather long liripipe. These
features do not lend themselves very well to traipsing
about in the woods, nor full range-of-motion for the
arms as needed for archery, swordsmanship, etc., so I
set about developing a pattern based on the original
that would fit me, and include a few tweaks to ensure
its functionality within the realms of Middle-earth.
I formed the pattern directly onto the end-material
with a remnant that was cut off from making my
Bocksten cloak. We’ll use the selvedge edge of this
piece of fabric to form a functioning pattern, but you
can use the edge of a full, un-cut piece of fabric as
well.
Start with a face measurement. Take your fabric tape
measure and measure the circumference of your face
at its largest point: from the highest point on your
head to the lowest point on your jaw. Add 1.5-2” to
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this measurement to give you a little room to breathe,
and mark this length along the edge of your fabric.
Take a safety pin (I used a brass one so it would stand
out) and pin it to the center of this length. This mark
will be the crown, or topmost part, of the face opening of your hood, and will be a good reference point
to have from here on out. For now, fold your fabric
at this center point with the wrong side FACING
OUT so the two ends of your marked face opening
match up, with the pinned center at the top, in the
crease.
Now take a measurement from where your throat
transitions to your jaw, out to the furthest forward
edge of your jaw. I added 1” to this measurement to
give me spare fabric to fold back and stitch down to
stiffen the face opening. Take this number, and pin a
line that length 90 degrees straight back from where
the ends of your face opening meet. Then, at an
angle somewhere between 45 and 60 degrees, pin
another line from here back out to the edge of your
fabric. This triangle you’ve pinned will be removed,
allowing the front of the mantle to lay flat.
Cut the upper (jaw) line, but leave the second line
you pinned intact, and test-fit the face opening. See
how flat it lies across your chest. You may need to
adjust the angle your second line is pinned at (this is
why we test it first!) until you are happy with how it
lays. You will then cut this triangle out with a little
extra for seam allowances, resulting in something that
should look like Figure 2:
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Now, measure the circumference of your head at its
widest point from front-to-back. This will likely include your nose and the back of your head. Take this
measurement in half, and mark this distance from the
corner of your throat cutout straight back. Using this
as a starting point, begin safety pinning in the hood
profile you’re after. A more fitted hood is possible,
but I chose to leave it a little over-large in the back to
allow for the possibility of shrouding one’s head in
the hood. It’s not much use for being ‘stealthy’, but
Strider wore his in this way to maintain some semblance of anonymity at Bree, so my hood ought to be
capable of this as well. I also included a short liripipe
to lend a nice drape to the finished product.

the strain they’re put through during putting-on and
taking-off.
Now, put your hood on again (with the seams still
sticking out) and have a helper pin the two flaps on
your back together so that a straight line goes down
your back. There will be another triangle of fabric to
remove here, much like on your chest, to get the
seam to lay flat (Figure 4):

Once you’ve pinned this profile in, test fit the hood
again. It should be snug to go on due to the neck
opening we measured, but will be comfortable once
pulled all the way on. Use a few mirrors, or grab a
helper to get a good look at how it is fitting your
head.

Cut this line, and stitch it in place, again removing
only one safety pin at a time (Figure 5):

As you can see by Figure 3 above, I made some
tweaks to the shape with my safety pins (and quite a
bit of time looking in multiple mirrors) before I was
content with the contour and cut it out (again, with
some allowances for a seam).
At this point, begin stitching your throat and back-ofthe-head seams shut, removing one safety pin at a
time to maintain the integrity of the lines you’ve cut.
I used a sturdy backstitch for these seams because of
4

Now put it on again, and get some assistance in
marking the length you desire for the tops of your
shoulders, the center of your back, and the center of
your chest. Remove the hood and mark a long,
sweeping curve between these four points. Test the
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fit again, make sure the marks are where you want I chose to fold it back to the outside, so the angled
stitching shows, and I think it looks great (Figure 8):
them (Figure 6:), and then cut it out.

Now, flip your hood right side out, and begin stitching down your seam edges, folding them outwards
from the original stitch and tacking them each
individually (one on each side of the seam itself) with
a neat running stitch. This allows the seams to lie
very flat on your chest and back, and lets the liripipe
drape more naturally (Figure 7):

In colder weather, because the hood has some extra
space in the back, we can fold it back again to snug it
up around our head for a warmer fit.
What you choose to do with the edges around the
mantle are entirely up to you. The original has two
extensions, much like gores, which create the
“shoulder-hugging” profile, which I have, for the
moment, eschewed to keep the hood out of the way
of my bowstring. It was also cut much longer than
mine to begin with, and used the triangle cut out of
the front as a gore further down the chest. These are
decisions you’ll have to make on your own.
Join the discussion at www.middleearthrangers.org to
see how I finished off mine.

If you allowed for an extra inch or two around the
face opening, you’ve probably noticed it feels baggy
and floppy. Fold it back, and stitch it down with a
hem stitch (see the stitching how-to’s in the Fall 2016
Edge of the Wild).
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Pick a Persona: Bree-land

A. Hollis

“I think as far as the ‘mortals’ go…the situations are so devised
that economic likelihood is there and could be worked out…” (1)
on large fat horses” (2), and therefore, given the
In our efforts to develop the Late Third Age as a
technological level of the culture suggested, a Farmer
legitimate setting to be re-created through the meth- persona seems quite appropriate for this area.
ods of ‘living history’, I thought it might be beneficial
to spend time taking a closer look at the more mundane side of Middle-earth, specifically, of the experience of Common Folk. As in recreation of any historic setting, one will find that the world of Middle-earth
is best experienced from the perspective of an individual person, and when getting started in
‘reenacting’ (either historic or fictional), it is best to
start simple and generic: we cannot all portray members of our chosen cultures’ military or upper strata,
and there is more to the Past than just Fighting!

Over the course of the next year or two, I will use
this column to present a selection of ‘occupational’
ideas that have been teased out of Tolkien’s
descriptions of his various cultures, in order to help
us all see that there are so many more options out
there than just ‘Ranger’! Keep in mind that these are
all simply the results of very basic extrapolation, and I
would highly encourage you to follow your own
interests (or skills you would like to learn or develop)
when building a persona. This will not only add a
great deal of depth to one’s impression, but can also
have significant real-world benefits: learning traditional skills and know-how can not only be fun, but
also—in these days of mass production—profitable!.
For the first several installments of this series, we will
consider the Race of Man. In this issue, we will focus
on what seem to be the only significant settlements of
Men west of the Misty Mountains: the four villages of
the Bree-land.

A human girl measures up
against a full-grown hobbit farmer.

However, a variety of non-agricultural livelihoods
for a Man (or Woman!) of Bree can also be considered.

-Three necessities the Prancing Pony must have constantly required are ceramic drinking vessels, beer,
According to drafts of the 1960 Hobbit, the “few and candles. Therefore, it is logical that a skilled
men” who Thorin’s company meet while passing Potter, Brewer, and Chandler must have been an
through the area were “farmers mostly, ambling along esteemed part of Bree’s economy.
6
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-Suggested by Frodo’s song, as well as the
duties of Bob the hobbit, an Ostler, groom, or
stableboy would be a great impression for an individual with an equestrian bent.

said items, possibly for those who could not afford
brighter, cleaner-burning, and more reliable Candles?
-Both Thorin’s company and the four Travelers (plus
Strider) use Bree as a resupply point (5), consistent
with its depiction as the last ‘civilized’ waypoint for
those heading East; it seems likely Bree was home to
several Merchants who could sell wares to travelers
passing through.

-Although not evident based on descriptions of
the architecture, Gandalf’s remark that Butterbur “can
see through a brick wall in time (as they say in Bree)” (3)
reminds us that such construction materials must
come from somewhere, and the clay for brickmaking may share its source with the ceramics of the -Finally, if you’re wary of too much extrapolation,
two known occupations in Bree would be the ‘GatePony.
Keepers’ at the West and South gates (6).
-As the hobbits note, “the Men of Bree seemed all to
have rather botanical…names” (4), which suggests a
close familiarity with plants and their uses; given the
simple society depicted, a herbalist or healer would
not seem out-of-place (and would make a fascinating
impression).

Next, if we turn our attention away from the Breeland proper, the area of the Trollshaws yields up a
few more persona suggestions for common Men west
of the Mountains.
-Following the encounter with the trolls, the 1960
Hobbit states that their hoard contained clothing formerly belonging to “many poor wood-men and
shepherds who had still lived here and there in the
wild lands near-by.” (7). Additionally, the trolls have a
“barrel of good drink at hand” and later the dwarves
find in their cave another barrel of ale (8). Assuming
the trolls are not capable of the degree of craftsmanship required to make barrels, this must mean that the
‘poor wood-men and shepherds’ at least had
access to a capable Cooper, and although not
directly suggested in the text, it is quite likely that the
village of Bree did as well (especially if we assume the
Pony’s beer was not stored in crockery).
Hopefully these basic suggestions have given you
some ideas of what it might mean to ‘pick a persona’
that you might use to deepen your own Middle-earth
interpretation! Until next time!

One of these surnames is Rushlight, which is not an
invented folksy name but rather a historical method
of illumination! Perhaps members of the Rushlight
family were historically associated with producing
7

References:
(1) Letters, No. 154
(2) History of The Hobbit, Volume II: 791-792
(3) Lord of the Rings Book II:Chapter 1
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(5) LR I:11; HoTH 816.
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Bree-land Blackberry Tart

E. Burton

There was hot soup, cold meats, a blackberry tart, new loaves, slabs of butter, and half a ripe cheese…
The Fellowship of the Ring, Book I, Chapter 9, “At the Sign of the Prancing Pony”

When I decided I wanted to put together a recipe
for a blackberry tart that one might find served at
the Prancing Pony, I began with the 15th century
Medieval Berry Tart recipe from Inn at the Crossroads (1), which has a berry and custard filling.
While this was delicious (and I high recommend it!),
I didn’t want to use a recipe that required milk and
cream, since fresh dairy would need to be processed
quickly without refrigeration. In our medieval
period, cooks substituted nut milk (most recipes use
almond milk) for dairy, but Tolkien does not specify
which nuts might be available to Breelanders.

ricotta should work just as well. This tart also uses a
little wine and vinegar to add some depth and acidity
to the filling. While wine is not specifically mentioned in Bree, red wine is available in the Shire, and
there is evidence of some travel and trade between
the two. I used blackberry wine when I made this
tart, but a sweet red should work just as well, and
would be more justifiable from the text (perhaps a
strong red from the Southfarthing?). Where there is
wine, there is vinegar, and while I used apple cider
vinegar as a nod to the apples given by Nob to Sam,
red wine vinegar may be more accurate.

I then found a 14th century Sambocade recipe from
Gode Cookery (2), which is effectively medieval
cheesecake. Cheese is one of the foodstuffs which
is mentioned specifically at the Prancing Pony, so it
seemed plausible to combine the tart and
sambocade recipes to make a cheese-and-blackberry
tart. I used a homemade farmer’s cheese(3), to
make my version of this tart, but a whole milk

The spices used in this tart are the ingredients that I
have the least justification for, but they add a lovely
warmth to the filling. Cloves, ginger, and allspice
(mace) grow in regions that are also suitable for
producing coffee, which Bilbo has in his cellar, so it
is possible that those spices could be found
somewhere in Middle-earth. The spices could be
left out for a stricter adherence to the text, but I
____
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think the final product might suffer somewhat. The
pastry dough I used for this tart is taken directly from
Inn at the Crossroads, with the omission of the saffron. It’s quite tasty, and stands up well to the wet
filling, even without pre-baking.

Blackberry filling:
8 oz blackberries
3 ½ tablespoons honey
½ tablespoon apple cider vinegar
½ cup fresh cheese
2 egg whites
1 tablespoon wine
1 tablespoon flour
Pinch of salt
Pinch of ginger, cloves, and mace

All things considered, I think the recipe makes for a
tasty tart that one could possibly find being served at
the Prancing Pony. The rich, creamy filling contrasts
nicely with the fresh, tangy blackberries, and the
spices give it a comforting warmth. It would make a
lovely dessert for a Middle-earth meal, but the mild Place the blackberries in a bowl and add the vinegar
sweetness makes it suitable for breakfast, as well! and 1 ½ tablespoon of the honey. Allow this to sit
out for half an hour, or place it in the fridge overPastry Dough:
night. Mix the cheese, 1 egg white, the remaining 2
Makes two 9” pie crusts
tablespoons of honey, the wine, and the salt and spices in a second bowl. For a smoother filling, use a
3 cups flour
mixer, but for a more rustic texture mix by hand.
½ cup ice water
This will allow some curds to remain. Stir the liquid
½ cup (1 stick) of unsalted butter
given off by the blackberries into the cheese mixture,
2 egg yolks, slightly beaten
but keep the berries themselves separate. Once the
Pinch of salt
mixture has reached the desired texture, add the flour
and stir until it is incorporated.
Slice the butter into pea-sized pieces, then return it to
the fridge. Once the butter is cool again, rub the Place the pastry dough into a buttered tart or pie pan.
pieces into the flour until the mixture resembles wet If a cleaner look is desired, use a tart pan and trim the
sand. Mix in the egg yolks and salt, then slowly add edges of the dough. For a more rustic look, place the
water until the dough just comes together. Allow the dough in a pie pan and leave the edges untrimmed.
dough to chill in the fridge before rolling it out to Add the berries into the pastry shell, distributing
about 1/8” thick. Roll the dough out only once, as them evenly, then pour the cheese filling over the
re-rolling it will result in a tough crust!
berries. If untrimmed, fold the edges of the pastry
over the filling and brush the top of the shell with the
remaining egg white mixed with a dash of salt. Bake
at 350˚F for 45 minutes, or until the crust has
browned and the filling has set. Enjoy hot or at room
temperature!
(1) www.innatthecrossroads.com/medieval-fruit-tartsblueberry-strawberry-apricot-cherry
(2) www.godecookery.com/goderec/grec16.htm
(3) www.ianknauer.com/fresh-farmers-cheese
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It would be difficult to imagine a Middle-earth without horses. Even for the non horse-lover, they fulfill a
functional need in epic storytelling where ground must
be covered quickly. Though hardly standing in the
limelight, horses in The Lord of the Rings have nevertheless become icons. But what did they look like? In this
column, we will look to the textual evidence available
to help draw parallels to horses in our own world.

E. Meulemans
course, is also heavily symbolic, and this was no less
the case among the Anglo-Saxons who described the
meaning of horse colours in their Prognostics (2):

“Gyf mon mete, þæt he hwit hors hæbbe oððe on ride,
þæt byð weorðmind. Gyf him þince, þæt he on blacum
horse ride, þæt byð his goda modes eagnes. Gyf him
þince, þæt he on redum horse ride, þæt byð his goda
wanigend. Gyf him þince, þæt he on fealawan horse
Tolkien lived in a time of intimate familiarity with and ride þæt byð god oððe grægan þæt byð god swefn.”
need for horses, for at the dawn of the 20 th
century they were still the predominate motive ‘If one dreams that he has or rides on a white horse,
power, in cities and on farms. Having served in WWI, that indicates honour. If it seems that he rides on a
he shared the field of battle with horses, mules, and black horse, that indicates fear in the mind over propdonkeys, in a conflict that would claim the lives of erty. If it seems that he rides on a red horse, that indimore than eight million of them. Before the war, Tol- cates the deterioration of property. If it seems that he
kien trained with the cavalry regiment King Edward's rides on a fealu horse…or a grey horse, that is a good
Horse, an officer training program for those with colo- dream.’(3)
nial origins. While it remains unclear as to his personal
affinity for, or ability with horses (though anecdotes This symbolism may seem obvious, but it should reinsuggest both were positive) he was no doubt knowl- force the origins of the meanings we ascribe to the
edgeable concerning them and the traditional role of forces of light and dark in LOTR, and especially the
cavalry. More importantly, perhaps, for his rendering distinction made between white and grey. When the
of the Riders of the Mark and their horses, he also colours of horses are mentioned in LOTR, they are
knew how epic writers of the past spoke of their almost exclusively black or white, occasionally demounts.
scribed as grey or silver(4). What is of special importance here is that from a modern horseperson's
A Horse of a Different Colour
parlance, “white” is typically a misnomer for a horse
Historical references to horses insist on remarkably that is actually grey.
brief comments that typically gave only one certainty:
colour. Rather than a lack of specifics indicating ne- True white horses do exist, but they are either very raglect or a dearth of knowledge, it can signal the oppo- re genetic exceptions or the result of deliberate manipsite; a person or culture so close to horses that such ulation. Grey horses have pigmented skin and this
detail is superfluous. When everyone exists in close shows through their coat, especially around the nose
proximity to horses, describing ordinary characteristics and eyes, while only a horse with unpigmented or pink
is redundant, so what is left? Describing merely that skin will be truly white. That Tolkien uses both
which is out of the ordinary!
“white” and “grey,” and yet not interchangeably emphasizes the importance of both the Mearas and the
The first and most noticeable aspect that may be ex- horses of the Elves as wholly “white.” Interestingly,
traordinary in any animal is colour, and certain of these Old English can be said to value brightness of colour
is always rare. In wild-kept horses, black and white oc- over hue, and Tolkien utilizes this same convention,
cur only rarely or as the product of selective breeding, modifying or replacing “white” on several occasions
and by this rarity are more highly prized(1). Colour, of with “gleaming,” “shining,” or likened to silver.
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On Ponies
Ponies figure heavily in Tolkien, as indeed they
figure heavily in the landscape and history of Britain.
Of the sixteen breeds of horses and ponies native to
the British Isles today, eleven of these are pony
breeds(1), all of which predate the remaining five
breeds of horse which only came to be recognized
as such after the 16th Century (2). Working in
mines, factories, docks, and railyards all over the
country, the pony's association with dependability,
productivity, and especially the working classes in
England is perfectly sensible. Add to that their ties
to the nobility and well-to-do who provided them as
mounts for their children, and the pony is quintessentially British.
The very term “pony” is often one of confusion,
even among horsepeople, being that it is used in different ways with varying precision. While the layperson often consider a “pony” to be essentially just a
small horse, this is rarely correct usage today. The
origin of the word itself is fairly recent, and dates to
the 17th century, about the time when horse breeding was regularly producing stock tall enough to
make convenient a distinction between “horse
sized” and “pony sized.” At present, the technical
requirement for a pony is that they stand no taller
than 14.2 hh at the withers (3), while any taller and
they are a horse. However... a horse breed which
comes in under 14.2 hh does not become a pony,
and neither does a pony breed become a “horse” even
should they exceed this height.

Notes and References:
(1) Neville, Jennifer. Stalking a Dark Horse: AngloSaxon Horses and the Date of Beowulf. pp. 12
(2) Prognostics: A collection of early Medieval texts
in Latin and Old English, written as scholarly works
on divination.
(3) “fealu” is an indeterminate term, possibly being
dun, buckskin, or as interpreted here, grey.
(4) There are a total of thirty-six colour descriptors
for horses or “steeds” in LOTR, and of these seventeen (47%) are “white,” thirteen (36%) are “black,”
five (14%) are “grey,” and one (3%) is “dark-grey,”
this being Hasufel.
(5)These being the Connemara, Dartmoor, Eriskay,
Exmoor, Fell or Dale, Hackney, Highland, New
Forrest, Shetland, Welsh Cob (which is generally of
pony size but not strictly so), and the Welsh Pony,
which may be further subdivided into an additional
three types based on size and conformation.
(6) The Cleveland Bay being the oldest of these,
reaching back to the 16th Century, with the English
Thoroughbred coming along shortly thereafter in
the late 16th and early 17th C. The remaining breeds
of Clydesdale, Shire, and Suffolk Punch (all heavy
horses) have their origins in the 18th Century.

(7) One “hand” equals four inches. There are no
“half hands,” but rather this is written or spoken as
To further add to the confusion, some breeds such “point two” (two being half of four). Thus, 14.2
as the Icelandic or Mongolian “horses” are almost hands (hh) is 58 in (147 cm).
always pony sized. Occupational descriptions like
“polo pony” or “pit pony” are applied regardless of
breed or size, and finally “pony” is frequently used
by horsepeople as a term of endearment no matter a
horse's height, and in fact sometimes in the face of
great size!
Our equestrian exploration continues in-depth in
the summer issue!
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